Abstract-CPS is complex distributed systems, which contain computing, communications, and control. CPS is a product of the combination of physical world and the cyber world. The cyber world needs a lot of physical equipment to deal with perception and communication, then collect and transfer the information in the real environment, and by computation to forecast what might happen in future real environment, at last through the control strategy to achieve the optimal solution. In short, cyber physical system is the complex systems combination with computation system, sensory system and control system. Cyber physical system through more extensive connection, the physical world more thorough cognition, more effectively control the physical world, make the information world and the physical world closer integration, realize coordination awareness and control of the physical world. The paper through the analysis of the human perception system, build a cyberphysical fusion system based on human perception architecture.
I. INTRODUCTION
The CPS requires a large number of dispersed sensors to collect information and high-performance computing to control the physical unit to execute tasks. CPS in a network environment, there are a lot of potential uncertainties in the decision-making process. However, task should be finished in limited time, otherwise will lead to a very serious problem. Therefore, it is necessary to predict the influence of the result of the decision within the time and the physical environment according to the uncertainty factors. CPS creates plasticity dependent structures and distributed cyber physical control on the basis of the time limit. The CPS is a cyclical process of the world to interact with the physical world. Being in the physical world, people work through mechanical operations, automation to complete tasks and to expand the capacity of people. CPS is able to combine the characteristics of information world and the physical world to build a stable coalition system, and predict the cyber physical system overhead and performance at the same time.
CPS is diversified and complex distributed systems composed of man, machine and material. Systems usually perceive the environment by the physical unit, and then the human rise demands in this environment. The computation unit according to the needs of the person changes the corresponding environment by computation processing. In this process, the person is wanted initiator. The physical unit is an interactive bridge of the digital world and the real environment. What CPS system emphasizes is control, the effectiveness of control decision-making is done by people. With the improvement of the intelligent on CPS system, the decision-making suppliers gradually shifted from the people to the computing unit. Moreover, the physical unit is not only the purely sensing the environment, but also sensing the information of people at the same time. Through a series of information by sensing the people, take the initiative to understand the requirements and then process the formulation and implementation of strategy, rather than passively accept the people's needs and then make control decisions.
Under different environments, people have different demands, environment; however, also affect the decisionmaking. CPS system needs to perceive the people and environment from the perspective of the people, which make a reasonable decision. In this paper, through the analysis of human perception, according to characteristics of CPS, we build a people-centered CPS architecture. Figure 1 . A cyber-physical system prototype architecture [7] Figure 2. A control network system architecture of CPS [6] The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, recent CPS research, prototype and architecture are reviewed. The relationship between human sensory and CPS are described in Section 3. In Section 4, we propose a human sensory architecture for CPS. We conclude the paper and point out future work in Section 5.
II. RELATION WORK
Cyber physical system (CPS) is a popular field of cutting-edge research. In 2007, in the U.S. Presidential Science and Technology Advisory Committee report, CPS was listed as the highest priority funded status of the federal research funds, attracting wide attention. In addition, CPS attached great importance to the U.S. government, academia and industry, so has put a lot of manpower and material resources, engaging in the CPS fields of basic theory and applied research.
The concept of CPS is not unified as a clear definition. There are several theories, which are more recognized: (1) Edward Lee thinks that CPS is an integrated system of computing power and physical processes [8] . This system utilizes embedded computer and network to monitor the physical process, set up a feedback loop; computation affects physical process and physical process impact's computation through the feedback loop; (2) CPS is an integrated system of computing, communication, storage capacity, monitoring, controlling capability of the physical and engineering system [2] , which can be manipulated by safety, reliable, effective, and Real-time method; (3) Insup Lee believes that CPS is a system which integrated by computing, communications, and physical processes, embedded computer real-time monitors and controls the physical process [9] . There are three common points of these theories: 1) interconnection by network between the computation system and the physical system; 2) monitoring capabilities; 3) real-time performance.
Ying Tan, Steve Goddard and Lance C. Perez proposed a CPS prototype architecture [7] , viewed from the embedded systems point. This architecture prototype CPS feature: timeliness, reliability, fault tolerance, security, scalability and autonomy. Reference [6] proposed a CPS architecture which is similar to computer bus structure, very simple and not described the various functional modules. Albert Benveniste proposed a layered architecture based on postoperative rehabilitation in the medical fields [4] . Reference [1] proposed architecture with easing time arrival based on the realtime characteristics.
Computer science references human perception isn't a new thing, such as video surveillance, draw lessons from eyes of the human, which makes the computer can "see" the world. Nowadays, the newest video monitoring system not only can see the world, but also be able to analysis the objects moving, action or behavior. Reference [5] proposed a real-time human tracker that detects human location and motion using cameras. Reference [3] proposed a hierarchical approach that recognizes activities, in which different image features and learning methods are used for different activities based on their characteristics. Draw lessons from ear of the human, in which makes the computer can "hear" the world. At the same time, people build the language voice library that computer could understand what the meaning of people speaks. Through using human neural network as an example constructs the computer neural network. Therefore, man -machine -objects in the real surroundings are inseparable.
CPS is a complicated distributed control system interaction between cyber world and physical world by computation, communication and control. In the modeling, [16] proposed a Concept Lattice-based Event Model for Cyber-Physical Systems. Under this model, a CPS event is uniformly represented by three components: event type, its internal attributes, and its external attributes. The internal and external attributes together characterize the type, superotemporally properties of the event as well as the components that observe it. A set of event composition rules are defined where the CPS event composition is based on a CPS concept lattice. A real-life smart home example is used to illustrate the proposed event model. [17] present a novel context-sensitive resource explicit service model and develop the corresponding composition formalisms to help automate the composition process under real-time constraints as well as under various physical resource constraints. The approach is illustrated using an emergency response system. [18] proposed and discusses a modeling framework for embodied anticipatory behavior systems. In the real-time system, [19] developed a framework for Fault Observant and Correcting Real-Time Embedded design (Forte) that utilizes massive multi-core NoC designs to reduce overhead by up to an order of magnitude and to lower jitter in systems via utilizing message passing instead of shared memory as the means for intra-processor communication. [20] proposed a control-theoretic design methodology which permits a system designer to specify a set of hard-real-time performance modes under which the system may operate. [21] described the first implementation of a mixedcriticality scheduling framework of a multicore system which experimentally evaluate design tradeoffs that arise when seeking to isolate tasks of different criticalities and to maintain overheads commensurate with a standard RTOS. In the Application field, [22] presented a system implementing a clinical scenario where closed-loop control may reduce the possibility of human error and improve safety of the patient. [23] proposed using formal methods, self-stabilization, and (m,k)-firm scheduling to allow the safe cyber-physical operation of a medical ventilator, a life-critical reactive device to move breathable air into and out of the lungs of a patient with respiratory difficulties, with the ultimate goal of speeding-up the recovery of the patient.
To sum up, the various fields of scholar research in different level of CPS. However, people have different understanding of the CPS. CPS is not a new product; it is an integration by the original traditional technology. That provides the theoretical foundation research of CPS. Nevertheless, the information inconsistency exists in different research fields. In the future, information sharing between the various fields has brought the difficulty.
III. GENERAL CPS ARCHITECTURE
CPS system is a complex distributed system which contains three parts such as computing, communication and control. There exist unique aspects in the CPS system and also get a common side. On the one hand, their uniqueness is reflected in different environments in the field and at the mean time environmental factors involved in the different field is not the same. However, according to the properties of the CPS such as huge amounts of data and real-time requirements, the people who design a CPS system must consider on its unique characteristics for different areas in the aspects of performance and power consumption. They have to gather diverse kinds of features' information, as well as specific operation of the field behavior. On the other hand, CPS also exists the essence of commonalities, just like mass data processing, hard and soft real-time strategy and so on. Therefore, you need to understand the relationship between the Humanmachine-object, and then you can give a reasonable solution wish the combination of the environments. Looking at the CPS system in different areas of environments, it is easy to find that the CPS system consists of four basic elements, including people, computation cells, the physical unit and the environment.  Human: the initiator of the needs and the advisor that feedback the views, also the service object throughout the whole systems. 
IV. HUMAN SENSE PERCEPTION
In CPS system, human always plays an important role. The man is the object of the system services, demand providers, decision makers. However, the uncertainty of demand, the misuse of the system also brings a lot of challenges. System needs to collect environmental information, and human behavior information, personalized information, transform the information into useful knowledge for understanding environmental and people. The system through understanding of the requirements of people to make automation efficiently completes the task.
CPS is the product of the combination of the physical world and the digital world, the communication bridge of the physical world and the digital world People play a leading role in the physical world; therefore, the systems not only need to perceive the environment, but also perceive the people. We can through the human perception system to understand how human perceive the world, so that the system in the form of people to perceive the world, closer to the people's decision-making to enhance the intelligent effect.
A popular definition of artificial intelligence, is also earlier definitions of the field is by John McCarthy (John McCarthy) in 1956, Dartmouth spear meeting where the Conference) is proposed in: Artificial intelligence is to make the behavior of the machine looks like the behavior of an intelligent man [13] [14] [15] . The CPS could borrow the idea, let the system more humanity that makes the system easier to communication with human, and easier to understand people behavior.
Human perception system mainly consists of the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, touch and other sensory organs and nervous system. The human perception system is usually divided into sensation and perception these two types. The sensation is that the reflection of individual properties that directly the effect on the individual sensory stimulation, include external and internal feeling. External feeling to accept an external stimulus, reflecting the sense of the characteristics of external things, such as vision, hearing, smell, taste and feel of the skin. Its receptors located on the surface. Skin sensory receptors and taste receptors known as contact receptors. External things are only direct contact with both receptors, in order to cause the feeling; visual, auditory and olfactory receptors, known as long-distance receptors, external things at a distance, through the role of the media, causing the feeling. Internal feelings, also known as the body's sleep, relative to reflect the feeling of the external environment such as vision, hearing, feeling reflects the internal state of the body and internal changes, including the use of feeling, sense of balance and visceral sensation.
The perception is the procedures of that organize individual sensory information into meaningful perception, object to perception and social perception. Among the CPS system, more concerned about is physical perception, object perception is the perception of material things and external relations. Any matter or thing has spatial characteristics, time features and movement change. Therefore, the perception of the object includes the perception of space, time perception and motion perception. The spatial perception reflects the perception of the spatial characteristics of the object's shape, size, depth, orientation, etc. The Time Perception is the perception reflects continuity and sequence of the objective phenomenon. Motion perception is the perception reflects objects spatial displacement and displacement speed. Whether the space perception, time perception or motion perception are gradually formed and developed in people's life practice.
All external stimulation perceived by human must first be received, stored and analyzed by the human perception system, and produce feelings and perception, and then effect on people. Sensory react to appropriate stimulation, through the perception analyzer feel and process the information, and thus form a meaningful sense of perception, then to filter, according to the subjective demand, intentionally or unintentionally, to feel those things with useful information, while ignoring other things. At this point, we can consider that the human sensory system can complete the data collection in the physical layer of the CPS system, and the formation of perception system knowledge base and the CPS system knowledge base are very similar, both of them process, analysis the collected data, and ultimately get meaningful data.
V. HSP ARCHITECTURE
In the early CPS system, people or physical unit (sensor) perceived the environment, gathered information, analyzed the data collected, made decision, and finally complete the execution of tasks by sending control commands to the remote execution unit. However, with the advance of the intelligence in the CPS system, information analysis and decision-makers gradually shifted from people to computing unit. People only need to perceive the environment and make the demand, and then the computing unit and physical unit deal with all the subsequent work. In order to allow the computation unit to take decisions that meet people's need, we need to understand and perceive the environment from people's perspective.
Based on the CPS architecture of human perception it is divided into three levels, the computation layer, network layer and physical layer. The computation layer is the core of the CPS system, where data storage, decision-making and the formation of a knowledge base are. In other words, knowledgebase is the brain of CPS. The purpose of the knowledge base is to make the machine by the data to understand better the thinking of the people, and its role is similar to the perception, ultimately in order to assist decision making. The formation of the knowledge base, not only allows the data to fit into the system, but also improves the efficiency of decision-making. The network layer is a communication layer in the CPS system, primarily as a channel of communication exchanges, in which routing, data transmission; data forwarding, etc. are completed. The physical layer the interactive terminal between the CPS system and the physical world, the CPS system used the sensor to collect the data of the physical world, and the actuator to change the physical world environment. In the CPS, people have ultimate control over the whole system. Thus, at the same time of the perception of the physical world, CPS system also needs to perceive people by perceiving what people perceive.
The physical layer of the CPS architecture based on the human perception includes interactive communication function. The communication interaction according to people's exchanges was divided into reading, listening, speaking, writing and observing; the traditional humancomputer interaction command was initiated by the way of writing, commands input through the keyboard and other external devices. The system by reading input command start to execute. However, with speaking and listening added to this behavior, it improved system more complex, but to simplify the operation of human behavior, so that the human-computer interaction is more convenient. Observation is a deeper interaction, people's behavior aimed at completing the demand, if the system can observe the behavior of the person and analyzes it to identify the needs of people, and it can play a very good supporting role on this decision classifying and prediction. And observe the system self-learning to improve a process, human language not established, mostly by observing to learn. The system can observe the timely receipt of feedback after the task is completed. For example, People will be pleased, or appear to praise it, when the task is completed better. If the task is compared unreasonably, maybe there will be an angry look. In general, interactive communication, on the one hand, for the type of information can be processed optimization, on the other hand, to improve the convenience of the humancomputer interaction, a variety of means of communication makes it easier to convey the demands to the system, capable of making the formulation of a strategy closer to the people's need.
General CPS architecture basically centers on machines, through the collection of environmental information; the execution of tasks depends on the specific rules. The information needs of the machine is basically collected in accordance with established rules, and in accordance with the rules established complete the execution of tasks, by which industrial automatic control is realized. Machine-oriented strategy in industrial control can avoid misuse of the people during the task, well constrained task execution time, namely enhancing the real-time control. However, machine-oriented strategy only applies to the specific environment and specific needs, and does not apply to mutable environment. However, the CPS architecture based on human perception will understand multi-faceted information by its own knowledge base on the environment, status, tasks, and make dynamically adjustable rules. Then it will be applied to a variety of real-world environment better. The CPS data may be divided into environmental, human, time, positional and historical information. The system unifies the existing rule to formulate the decisionmaking according to these five types of information. The information or the event that at the same time and place has are by the inner link, thus time and location information is the key relationship between human and environment. Historical information is in order to find the context of data information and rules that can discover a way to deal with the similar issue. Therefore, it is the simplified step to enhance the function of efficiency. Show on the Figure 4 . Through the collection of data, the angle of processing and execution analyzes human sensory architecture for CPS. Data collection is basically complete by sensor. There are many types of sensor, and the information gathered is also extraordinary complexity. Due to the system architecture, the information usually separate into two types of categories which is human data and environment data. Information between human and environment has inner link and certain significance that under same time and space. Hence, make the time and space as a condition for fusion the human and environment data. After fusion information, system could make a reasonable decision by using knowledgebase, and send the command to actuators. If the result is not ideal, can be sent back to the knowledge base, adjust decisions and in the execution, until satisfied.
The CPS decision-making procedure: 1. Gain the human and environment information 2. filters the imperfect information 3. Stored data to database 4. fusion the human and environment data, which base on time and space 5. make the decision by using fusion data and knowledgebase 6. send the command and execute by actuators 7. if the result unsatisfied, return to step 5 8. end Overall, at first CPS architecture based on human perception in the computation layer construct a knowledge base, which will analyze and understand the discrete data, enabling the machine to build its own knowledge system. The construction of the knowledge base of laid the foundation of the machine in terms of self-learning and the semantic understanding. Secondly, based on human perception, the CPS increased communication interaction, communication interaction, the communication channels between man and machine. Based on the knowledge base interactive communications in a convenient interactive way learn people's behavior to understand the needs of the people semantically. The CPS architecture based on human perception highlights an important role in the CPS system and CPS system needs to perceive, understand and serve the people.
VI. CONCLUSION
CPS system is a complex distributed system, which is not the neonatal product, but an integrated one from the conventional technique. This paper by human perception, propose a general CPS architecture, which is constructed relying on the human perception system, so that the CPS system is capable of perceive what people perceive, affording a good source of information for the decision making of the CPS system. CPS is a complex distributed system; semantic synthesis is essential in order to enhance performance and efficiency. The semantics synthesis of CPS needs to across heterogeneous cyber and physical levels. In different areas, the CPS system has different meaning of the data. Separation of concerns through the supporting reshaped flexible custom interface, to guide the selfadaptive components as much as possible to resolve the remaining issues. Through basic research reduce the system integration difficulties, including the integration between systems and subsystems. In applied research, under the open environment, based on protecting independent intellectual property rights, provide flexible component interconnection support for the current and future suppliers, to achieve information seamless integration of physical components. In the future, a unified language library can be constructed, which will make it more convenient for the information exchange and the sharing of resources among various areas.
